
Frances Liesman
Route Sales Driver

Dear Krystyn Hussien,
 
I am writing to express my strong interest in the Route Sales Driver 
position at Frito-Lay, Inc. With a solid foundation of five years of experience 
as a Route Sales Driver at Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Consolidated, I have 
developed a keen understanding of the intricacies involved in route sales 
and distribution. I am excited about the opportunity to bring my expertise 
in customer service, sales, and distribution to Frito-Lay, a company 
renowned for its commitment to quality and innovation.
 
During my tenure at Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Consolidated, I honed my 
skills in managing and growing sales territories, consistently meeting 
and exceeding sales targets. My hands-on experience in delivering 
products, managing inventory, and fostering long-lasting relationships 
with customers has equipped me with the practical knowledge necessary 
to excel in a similar role at Frito-Lay. My dedication to maintaining a 
positive customer experience has always been paramount, and I have 
successfully expanded my route through strategic planning and excellent 
customer service.
 
I am particularly impressed with Frito-Lay's reputation for employee 
development and market leadership. I am eager to contribute to a 
team that values hard work, dedication, and a collaborative approach to 
achieving sales goals. My ability to work independently, combined with my 
strong communication and organizational skills, makes me a perfect fit for 
this role.
 
Moreover, I am adept at utilizing handheld technology to manage sales 
data, track inventory levels, and ensure accurate deliveries—a skill that I 
understand is critical to the Route Sales Driver role at Frito-Lay. I am also 
committed to adhering to safety standards and protocols to ensure the 
well-being of myself and others on the road.
 
I am enthusiastic about the possibility of joining your team and am 
confident that my background in route sales will enable me to make a 
significant contribution to Frito-Lay. I look forward to the opportunity 
to discuss how my experience and skills align with the needs of your 
esteemed company.
 
Thank you for considering my application. I hope to bring my passion for 
sales and customer service to Frito-Lay and contribute to the continued 
success of your team.
 
Warm regards,
 
Frances Liesman
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